BEFORE

AFTER

30 SECONDS

Product Features

SPRAY & WALK AWAY
“The ideal Roof Treatment”

 Especially designed with
roofs in mind to treat the
effects of lichen, moss,
mould and algae.
BEFORE

AFTER

 No pressure washing.
 No rinsing.
 No scrubbing.
 No hosing.
 Let mother nature do the work.

Treats virtually any surface
outdoors


Asphalt Shingle roofs



Glazed tile roofs, tar & gravel



Cedar shingle and Shake roofs



Pathways



Sealed brickwork



Sealed concrete



Asphalt driveways



Vinyl siding



Aluminum siding



Wood decks

BEFORE

AFTER

 Simple for you to use, just
spray on and walk away.
 Bleach and phosphate free
formula.
 Safe around pets.

BEFORE

AFTER

 Safe around plants and animals
when used as directed.
 Biodegradable.
 Improves traction on many
surfaces.

Features & Benefits


Spray & Walk Away is a treatment
not a cleaner.



Works slowly, results should be
seen in 2-8 weeks.



Easy one step application



Spray and walk away



No rinsing



No scrubbing



No hosing required



For use on wood, paint, concrete,
masonry, cloth and plastic.



Does not bleach wood or fabrics.



When used as directed Spray &
Walk Away is safe for use where
children and animals play and
around plants and gardens.



Bleach free



Biodegradable



Phosphate free



No Caustic soda

How To Use
Simply dilute the liquid with 4 parts of
water to one part Spray & Walk Away and
fill a pressure pump sprayer. The area
must be thoroughly soaked to achieve the
best results. Choosing the right weather is
a big help, it needs to be dry enough that
the roots are thirsty. The reason for this is
the liquid is absorbed by the plant and
then it works as a desiccant drying out the
moss, lichen and other growth. No rain
can be in the forecast for 12-18 hours after
application. Over time, the organics will
dry up and start to fall away helped by the
wind and rain water. The solution is
completely safe so there is no worry
about it running off the edge of the roof onto the driveway. If there is planting
beside the area treated, simply give it a wash
with the hose to rinse the
overspray
of solution away.
This is not an instant cure. You won’t
spray it on one day and see results the
next. Spray & Walk Away is a treatment.
It may take up to four weeks to see any
results. Don’t give up, it is working.
You will look up at some point and see
the moss has turned yellow and then gradually it will disappear. The best part about
this product is, you spray it on and walk
away and let the product do the work for
you.
Simple-Quick-No Fuss
No Pressure Washing

Sizes Available
Spray & Walk Away -3.78L

Coverage Chart
Mix (1)part of Spray & Walk Away(3.78L)
to 4 parts of water (15.12L). Makes19L.
This will provide solution for coverage
up to 2,000 sq.ft. of area to be cleaned.
The important thing to remember is to
make sure the plant life is well saturated
so the roots absorb as much as possible.

*****IMPORTANT*****
As with any chemical solution eye
protection should be used. Be aware
that staining will occur if solution comes
in contact with clothing. Old clothes and
rubber boots are advised.

Attention
Spray & Walk Away is not the same
product as the Ready to Use Outdoor
Cleaner product in the container with
the red label. Spray & Walk Away is
used for treating the effects of moss,
mould and lichen etc. on roofs, brick
and other areas that don’t require a
quick clean.

www.30seconds.ca

